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23–1

■

TYPES OF HEAT EXCHANGERS

Different heat transfer applications require different types of hardware and
different configurations of heat transfer equipment. The attempt to match the
heat transfer hardware to the heat transfer requirements within the specified
constraints has resulted in numerous types of innovative heat exchanger
designs.
The simplest type of heat exchanger consists of two concentric pipes of different diameters, as shown in Fig. 23–1, called the double-pipe heat
exchanger. One fluid in a double-pipe heat exchanger flows through the
smaller pipe while the other fluid flows through the annular space between
the two pipes. Two types of flow arrangement are possible in a double-pipe
heat exchanger: in parallel flow, both the hot and cold fluids enter the heat
exchanger at the same end and move in the same direction. In counter flow,
on the other hand, the hot and cold fluids enter the heat exchanger at opposite
ends and flow in opposite directions.
Another type of heat exchanger, which is specifically designed to realize a
large heat transfer surface area per unit volume, is the compact heat exchanger. The ratio of the heat transfer surface area of a heat exchanger to its
volume is called the area density b. A heat exchanger with b  700 m2/m3
(or 200 ft2/ft3) is classified as being compact. Examples of compact heat
exchangers are car radiators (b  1000 m2/m3), glass ceramic gas turbine
heat exchangers (b  6000 m2/m3), the regenerator of a Stirling engine
(b  15,000 m2/m3), and the human lung (b  20,000 m2/m3). Compact heat
exchangers enable us to achieve high heat transfer rates between two fluids in
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Different flow regimes and
associated temperature profiles in
a double-pipe heat exchanger.
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a small volume, and they are commonly used in applications with strict limitations on the weight and volume of heat exchangers (Fig. 23–2).
The large surface area in compact heat exchangers is obtained by attaching
closely spaced thin plate or corrugated fins to the walls separating the two fluids. Compact heat exchangers are commonly used in gas-to-gas and gas-toliquid (or liquid-to-gas) heat exchangers to counteract the low heat transfer
coefficient associated with gas flow with increased surface area. In a car radiator, which is a water-to-air compact heat exchanger, for example, it is no surprise that fins are attached to the air side of the tube surface.
In compact heat exchangers, the two fluids usually move perpendicular to
each other, and such flow configuration is called cross-flow. The cross-flow
is further classified as unmixed and mixed flow, depending on the flow configuration, as shown in Fig. 23–3. In (a) the cross-flow is said to be unmixed
since the plate fins force the fluid to flow through a particular interfin spacing
and prevent it from moving in the transverse direction (i.e., parallel to the
tubes). The cross-flow in (b) is said to be mixed since the fluid now is free to
move in the transverse direction. Both fluids are unmixed in a car radiator.
The presence of mixing in the fluid can have a significant effect on the heat
transfer characteristics of the heat exchanger.

FIGURE 23–2
A gas-to-liquid compact heat
exchanger for a residential airconditioning system.
(© Yunus Çengel)
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FIGURE 23–3
Different flow configurations in
cross-flow heat exchangers.
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FIGURE 23–4
The schematic of
a shell-and-tube
heat exchanger
(one-shell pass
and one-tube
pass).
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FIGURE 23–5
Multipass flow arrangements in shelland-tube heat exchangers.
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Perhaps the most common type of heat exchanger in industrial applications
is the shell-and-tube heat exchanger, shown in Fig. 23–4. Shell-and-tube heat
exchangers contain a large number of tubes (sometimes several hundred)
packed in a shell with their axes parallel to that of the shell. Heat transfer takes
place as one fluid flows inside the tubes while the other fluid flows outside the
tubes through the shell. Baffles are commonly placed in the shell to force the
shell-side fluid to flow across the shell to enhance heat transfer and to maintain uniform spacing between the tubes. Despite their widespread use, shelland-tube heat exchangers are not suitable for use in automotive and aircraft
applications because of their relatively large size and weight. Note that the
tubes in a shell-and-tube heat exchanger open to some large flow areas called
headers at both ends of the shell, where the tube-side fluid accumulates before
entering the tubes and after leaving them.
Shell-and-tube heat exchangers are further classified according to the number of shell and tube passes involved. Heat exchangers in which all the tubes
make one U-turn in the shell, for example, are called one-shell-pass and twotube-passes heat exchangers. Likewise, a heat exchanger that involves two
passes in the shell and four passes in the tubes is called a two-shell-passes and
four-tube-passes heat exchanger (Fig. 23–5).
An innovative type of heat exchanger that has found widespread use is the
plate and frame (or just plate) heat exchanger, which consists of a series of
plates with corrugated flat flow passages (Fig. 23–6). The hot and cold fluids
flow in alternate passages, and thus each cold fluid stream is surrounded by
two hot fluid streams, resulting in very effective heat transfer. Also, plate heat
exchangers can grow with increasing demand for heat transfer by simply
mounting more plates. They are well suited for liquid-to-liquid heat exchange
applications, provided that the hot and cold fluid streams are at about the same
pressure.
Another type of heat exchanger that involves the alternate passage of the hot
and cold fluid streams through the same flow area is the regenerative heat exchanger. The static-type regenerative heat exchanger is basically a porous
mass that has a large heat storage capacity, such as a ceramic wire mesh. Hot
and cold fluids flow through this porous mass alternatively. Heat is transferred
from the hot fluid to the matrix of the regenerator during the flow of the hot
fluid, and from the matrix to the cold fluid during the flow of the cold fluid.
Thus, the matrix serves as a temporary heat storage medium.
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Nozzles attached
to end frames allow for
entrance and exit of fluids.

Plates supported by an
upper guide bar are held
in a frame which is
bolted together.
Portholes and gaskets
allow fluids to flow in
alternate channels.
A Plate
B Plate
A Plate
Tightening bolt.

Special gaskets on end plates
prevent fluids from contacting
the frames.

A gasket mounted on each
plate seals the channel
between it and the next
plate.

A and B plates
are arranged
alternately.

The lower rectangular guide bar
assures absolute plate alignment
preventing lateral movement.

The dynamic-type regenerator involves a rotating drum and continuous flow
of the hot and cold fluid through different portions of the drum so that any
portion of the drum passes periodically through the hot stream, storing heat,
and then through the cold stream, rejecting this stored heat. Again the drum
serves as the medium to transport the heat from the hot to the cold fluid
stream.
Heat exchangers are often given specific names to reflect the specific application for which they are used. For example, a condenser is a heat exchanger
in which one of the fluids is cooled and condenses as it flows through the heat
exchanger. A boiler is another heat exchanger in which one of the fluids absorbs heat and vaporizes. A space radiator is a heat exchanger that transfers
heat from the hot fluid to the surrounding space by radiation.

23–2

■

FIGURE 23–6
A plate-and-frame liquid-to-liquid
heat exchanger (courtesy of
Tranter PHE, Inc.).
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THE OVERALL HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT

A heat exchanger typically involves two flowing fluids separated by a solid
wall. Heat is first transferred from the hot fluid to the wall by convection,
through the wall by conduction, and from the wall to the cold fluid again by
convection. Any radiation effects are usually included in the convection heat
transfer coefficients.
The thermal resistance network associated with this heat transfer process involves two convection and one conduction resistances, as shown in Fig. 23–7.
Here the subscripts i and o represent the inner and outer surfaces of the inner
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FIGURE 23–7
Thermal resistance network
associated with heat transfer
in a double-pipe heat exchanger.
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tube. For a double-pipe heat exchanger, we have Ai  pDi L and Ao  pDo L,
and the thermal resistance of the tube wall in this case is
Rwall 

R  Rtotal  Ri  Rwall  Ro 
Do Di
Outer tube
Outer
fluid Inner
fluid

(23–1)

where k is the thermal conductivity of the wall material and L is the length of
the tube. Then the total thermal resistance becomes

L

Heat
transfer

ln (Do /Di )
2pkL

Inner tube
Ao = π Do L
Ai = π Di L

FIGURE 23–8
The two heat transfer surface areas
associated with a double-pipe heat
exchanger (for thin tubes, Di  Do
and thus Ai  Ao).

ln (Do /Di )
1
1


hi Ai
2pkL
ho Ao

(23–2)

The Ai is the area of the inner surface of the wall that separates the two fluids,
and Ao is the area of the outer surface of the wall. In other words, Ai and Ao are
surface areas of the separating wall wetted by the inner and the outer fluids,
respectively. When one fluid flows inside a circular tube and the other outside
of it, we have Ai  pDi L and Ao  pDo L (Fig. 23–8).
In the analysis of heat exchangers, it is convenient to combine all the thermal resistances in the path of heat flow from the hot fluid to the cold one into
a single resistance R, and to express the rate of heat transfer between the two
fluids as
 T
Q
 UA T  Ui Ai T  Uo Ao T
R

(23–3)

where U is the overall heat transfer coefficient, whose unit is W/m2  C,
which is identical to the unit of the ordinary convection coefficient h. Canceling T, Eq. 23–3 reduces to
1
1
1
1
1


R
 Rwall 
UAs Ui Ai Uo Ao
hi Ai
ho Ao

(23–4)

Perhaps you are wondering why we have two overall heat transfer coefficients
Ui and Uo for a heat exchanger. The reason is that every heat exchanger has
two heat transfer surface areas Ai and Ao, which, in general, are not equal to
each other.
Note that Ui Ai  Uo Ao, but Ui  Uo unless Ai  Ao. Therefore, the overall
heat transfer coefficient U of a heat exchanger is meaningless unless the area
on which it is based is specified. This is especially the case when one side of
the tube wall is finned and the other side is not, since the surface area of the
finned side is several times that of the unfinned side.
When the wall thickness of the tube is small and the thermal conductivity of
the tube material is high, as is usually the case, the thermal resistance of the
tube is negligible (Rwall  0) and the inner and outer surfaces of the tube are
almost identical (Ai  Ao  As). Then Eq. 23–4 for the overall heat transfer
coefficient simplifies to
1
1 1
 
U hi ho

(23–5)

where U  Ui  Uo. The individual convection heat transfer coefficients
inside and outside the tube, hi and ho, are determined using the convection
relations discussed in earlier chapters.
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The overall heat transfer coefficient U in Eq. 23–5 is dominated by the
smaller convection coefficient, since the inverse of a large number is small.
When one of the convection coefficients is much smaller than the other (say,
hi  ho), we have 1/hi 1/ho, and thus U  hi. Therefore, the smaller heat
transfer coefficient creates a bottleneck on the path of heat flow and seriously
impedes heat transfer. This situation arises frequently when one of the fluids
is a gas and the other is a liquid. In such cases, fins are commonly used on the
gas side to enhance the product UAs and thus the heat transfer on that side.
Representative values of the overall heat transfer coefficient U are given in
Table 23–1. Note that the overall heat transfer coefficient ranges from about
10 W/m2  C for gas-to-gas heat exchangers to about 10,000 W/m2  C for
heat exchangers that involve phase changes. This is not surprising, since gases
have very low thermal conductivities, and phase-change processes involve
very high heat transfer coefficients.
When the tube is finned on one side to enhance heat transfer, the total heat
transfer surface area on the finned side becomes
As  Atotal  Afin  Aunfinned

(23–6)

where Afin is the surface area of the fins and Aunfinned is the area of the unfinned
portion of the tube surface. For short fins of high thermal conductivity, we can
use this total area in the convection resistance relation Rconv  1/hAs since the
fins in this case will be very nearly isothermal. Otherwise, we should determine the effective surface area A from
As  Aunfinned  hfin Afin

(23–7)

TABLE 23–1
Representative values of the overall heat transfer coefficients in
heat exchangers
Type of heat exchanger
Water-to-water
Water-to-oil
Water-to-gasoline or kerosene
Feedwater heaters
Steam-to-light fuel oil
Steam-to-heavy fuel oil
Steam condenser
Freon condenser (water cooled)
Ammonia condenser (water cooled)
Alcohol condensers (water cooled)
Gas-to-gas
Water-to-air in finned tubes (water in tubes)
Steam-to-air in finned tubes (steam in tubes)

*Multiply the listed values by 0.176 to convert them to Btu/h  ft2  F.
†

Based on air-side surface area.

‡

Based on water- or steam-side surface area.

U, W/m2  C*
850–1700
100–350
300–1000
1000–8500
200–400
50–200
1000–6000
300–1000
800–1400
250–700
10–40
30–60†
400–850†
30–300†
400–4000‡
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where hfin is the fin efficiency. This way, the temperature drop along the fins
is accounted for. Note that hfin  1 for isothermal fins, and thus Eq. 23–7
reduces to Eq. 23–6 in that case.

Fouling Factor
The performance of heat exchangers usually deteriorates with time as a result
of accumulation of deposits on heat transfer surfaces. The layer of deposits
represents additional resistance to heat transfer and causes the rate of heat
transfer in a heat exchanger to decrease. The net effect of these accumulations
on heat transfer is represented by a fouling factor Rf , which is a measure of
the thermal resistance introduced by fouling.
The most common type of fouling is the precipitation of solid deposits in a
fluid on the heat transfer surfaces. You can observe this type of fouling even
in your house. If you check the inner surfaces of your teapot after prolonged
use, you will probably notice a layer of calcium-based deposits on the surfaces
at which boiling occurs. This is especially the case in areas where the water is
hard. The scales of such deposits come off by scratching, and the surfaces can
be cleaned of such deposits by chemical treatment. Now imagine those mineral deposits forming on the inner surfaces of fine tubes in a heat exchanger
(Fig. 23–9) and the detrimental effect it may have on the flow passage area
and the heat transfer. To avoid this potential problem, water in power and
process plants is extensively treated and its solid contents are removed before
it is allowed to circulate through the system. The solid ash particles in the flue
gases accumulating on the surfaces of air preheaters create similar problems.
Another form of fouling, which is common in the chemical process industry, is corrosion and other chemical fouling. In this case, the surfaces are
fouled by the accumulation of the products of chemical reactions on the surfaces. This form of fouling can be avoided by coating metal pipes with glass
or using plastic pipes instead of metal ones. Heat exchangers may also be
fouled by the growth of algae in warm fluids. This type of fouling is called
biological fouling and can be prevented by chemical treatment.
In applications where it is likely to occur, fouling should be considered in
the design and selection of heat exchangers. In such applications, it may be

FIGURE 23–9
Precipitation fouling of
ash particles on superheater tubes.
(From Steam: Its Generation, and Use,
Babcock and Wilcox Co., 1978.
Reprinted by permission.)
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necessary to select a larger and thus more expensive heat exchanger to ensure
that it meets the design heat transfer requirements even after fouling occurs.
The periodic cleaning of heat exchangers and the resulting down time are additional penalties associated with fouling.
The fouling factor is obviously zero for a new heat exchanger and increases
with time as the solid deposits build up on the heat exchanger surface. The
fouling factor depends on the operating temperature and the velocity of the
fluids, as well as the length of service. Fouling increases with increasing temperature and decreasing velocity.
The overall heat transfer coefficient relation given above is valid for clean
surfaces and needs to be modified to account for the effects of fouling on both
the inner and the outer surfaces of the tube. For an unfinned shell-and-tube
heat exchanger, it can be expressed as
Rf, i ln (Do /Di ) Rf, o
1
1
1
1
1






R
UAs Ui Ai Uo Ao
Ao ho Ao
hi Ai Ai
2pkL

(23–8)

where Ai  pDi L and Ao  pDo L are the areas of inner and outer surfaces,
and Rf, i and Rf, o are the fouling factors at those surfaces.
Representative values of fouling factors are given in Table 23–2. More comprehensive tables of fouling factors are available in handbooks. As you would
expect, considerable uncertainty exists in these values, and they should be
used as a guide in the selection and evaluation of heat exchangers to account
for the effects of anticipated fouling on heat transfer. Note that most fouling
factors in the table are of the order of 10 4 m2  C/W, which is equivalent to
the thermal resistance of a 0.2-mm-thick limestone layer (k  2.9 W/m  C)
per unit surface area. Therefore, in the absence of specific data, we can assume the surfaces to be coated with 0.2 mm of limestone as a starting point to
account for the effects of fouling.
EXAMPLE 23–1

Overall Heat Transfer Coefficient of a
Heat Exchanger

Hot oil is to be cooled in a double-tube counter-flow heat exchanger. The copper
inner tubes have a diameter of 2 cm and negligible thickness. The inner diameter of the outer tube (the shell) is 3 cm. Water flows through the tube at a rate of
0.5 kg/s, and the oil through the shell at a rate of 0.8 kg/s. Taking the average
temperatures of the water and the oil to be 45C and 80C, respectively, determine the overall heat transfer coefficient of this heat exchanger.

SOLUTION Hot oil is cooled by water in a double-tube counter-flow heat
exchanger. The overall heat transfer coefficient is to be determined.
Assumptions 1 The thermal resistance of the inner tube is negligible since
the tube material is highly conductive and its thickness is negligible. 2 Both
the oil and water flow are fully developed. 3 Properties of the oil and water are
constant.
Properties The properties of water at 45C are (Table A–15)

r  990 kg/m3
k  0.637 W/m  C

Pr  3.91
υ  m/r  0.602

10

6

m2/s

TABLE 23–2
Representative fouling
factors (thermal resistance due
to fouling for a unit surface area)
(Source: Tubular Exchange Manufacturers
Association.)

Fluid
Distilled water, seawater, river water,
boiler feedwater:
Below 50C
Above 50C
Fuel oil
Steam (oil-free)
Refrigerants (liquid)
Refrigerants (vapor)
Alcohol vapors
Air

Rf , m2  C/W

0.0001
0.0002
0.0009
0.0001
0.0002
0.0004
0.0001
0.0004
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The properties of oil at 80C are (Table A–19).

r  852 kg/m3
k  0.138 W/m  C
Hot oil
0.8 kg/s

Analysis The schematic of the heat exchanger is given in Fig. 23–10. The
overall heat transfer coefficient U can be determined from Eq. 23–5:

Cold
water
2 cm

Pr  490
υ  37.5  106 m2/s

1 1
1
 
U hi ho

3 cm

0.5 kg/s

FIGURE 23–10
Schematic for Example 23–1.

where hi and ho are the convection heat transfer coefficients inside and outside
the tube, respectively, which are to be determined using the forced convection
relations.
The hydraulic diameter for a circular tube is the diameter of the tube itself,
Dh  D  0.02 m. The mean velocity of water in the tube and the Reynolds
number are

m 

0.5 kg/s
m
m
 1.61 m/s
 1

rAc r( 4 pD 2 ) (990 kg/m3)[14 p (0.02 m)2]

and

Re 

m Dh (1.61 m/s)(0.02 m)
υ  0.602  10 6 m2/s  53,490

which is greater than 4000. Therefore, the flow of water is turbulent. Assuming
the flow to be fully developed, the Nusselt number can be determined from

Nu 

hDh
 0.023 Re0.8 Pr 0.4  0.023(53,490)0.8(3.91)0.4  240.6
k

Then,

h

k
0.637 W/m  C
Nu 
(240.6)  7663 W/m2  C
0.02 m
Dh

Now we repeat the analysis above for oil. The properties of oil at 80C are

r  852 kg/m3
k  0.138 W/m  C

υ  37.5  106 m2/s
Pr  490

The hydraulic diameter for the annular space is

Dh  Do  Di  0.03  0.02  0.01 m

TABLE 23–3

The mean velocity and the Reynolds number in this case are

Nusselt number for fully developed
laminar flow in a circular annulus
with one surface insulated and the
other isothermal (Kays and Perkins)

m 

Di /Do

Nui

Nuo

0.00
0.05
0.10
0.25
0.50
1.00

—
17.46
11.56
7.37
5.74
4.86

3.66
4.06
4.11
4.23
4.43
4.86



0.8 kg/s
m
m
 2.39 m/s


rAc r[ 14 p(Do2  D i2)] (852 kg/m3)[14 p(0.032  0.022)] m2

and

Re 

m Dh (2.39 m/s)(0.01 m)
υ  37.5  10 6 m2/s  637

which is less than 4000. Therefore, the flow of oil is laminar. Assuming fully
developed flow, the Nusselt number on the tube side of the annular space
Nui corresponding to Di /Do  0.02/0.03  0.667 can be determined from
Table 23–3 by interpolation to be

Nu  5.45
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and

ho 

0.138 W/m  C
k
Nu 
(5.45)  75.2 W/m2  C
Dh
0.01 m

Then the overall heat transfer coefficient for this heat exchanger becomes

U

1
1
 74.5 W/m2  C

1 1
1
1


hi ho 7663 W/m2  C 75.2 W/m2  C

Discussion Note that U  ho in this case, since hi ho. This confirms our earlier statement that the overall heat transfer coefficient in a heat exchanger is
dominated by the smaller heat transfer coefficient when the difference between
the two values is large.
To improve the overall heat transfer coefficient and thus the heat transfer in
this heat exchanger, we must use some enhancement techniques on the oil
side, such as a finned surface.

EXAMPLE 23–2

Effect of Fouling on the Overall Heat
Transfer Coefficient

A double-pipe (shell-and-tube) heat exchanger is constructed of a stainless steel
(k  15.1 W/m  C) inner tube of inner diameter Di  1.5 cm and outer diameter Do  1.9 cm and an outer shell of inner diameter 3.2 cm. The convection
heat transfer coefficient is given to be hi  800 W/m2  C on the inner surface
of the tube and ho  1200 W/m2  C on the outer surface. For a fouling factor
of Rf, i  0.0004 m2  C/ W on the tube side and Rf, o  0.0001 m2  C/ W on
the shell side, determine (a) the thermal resistance of the heat exchanger per
unit length and (b) the overall heat transfer coefficients, Ui and Uo based on the
inner and outer surface areas of the tube, respectively.

SOLUTION The heat transfer coefficients and the fouling factors on the tube
and shell sides of a heat exchanger are given. The thermal resistance and the
overall heat transfer coefficients based on the inner and outer areas are to be
determined.
Assumptions The heat transfer coefficients and the fouling factors are constant
and uniform.
Analysis (a) The schematic of the heat exchanger is given in Fig. 23–11. The
thermal resistance for an unfinned shell-and-tube heat exchanger with fouling
on both heat transfer surfaces is given by Eq. 23–8 as
R

Rf, i ln (Do /Di ) Rf, o
1
1
1
1
1







UAs Ui Ai Uo Ao hi Ai Ai
Ao ho Ao
2pkL

where

Ai  pDi L  p(0.015 m)(1 m)  0.0471 m2
Ao  pDo L  p(0.019 m)(1 m)  0.0597 m2
Substituting, the total thermal resistance is determined to be

Cold fluid
Outer layer of fouling
Tube wall
Hot
fluid

Inner layer of fouling
Cold fluid

Hot
fluid

Di = 1.5 cm
hi = 800 W/m2 · °C
Rf, i = 0.0004 m2 · °C/ W

Do = 1.9 cm
ho = 1200 W/m2 · °C
Rf, o = 0.0001 m2 · °C/ W

FIGURE 23–11
Schematic for Example 23–2.
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R

0.0004 m2  C/ W
1

2
(800 W/m  C)(0.0471 m )
0.0471 m2
ln (0.019/0.015)

2p(15.1 W/m  C)(1 m)
2

0.0001 m2  C/ W
1

0.0597 m2
(1200 W/m2  C)(0.0597 m2)
 (0.02654  0.00849  0.0025  0.00168  0.01396)C/ W
 0.0532C/ W


Note that about 19 percent of the total thermal resistance in this case is due to
fouling and about 5 percent of it is due to the steel tube separating the two fluids. The rest (76 percent) is due to the convection resistances on the two sides
of the inner tube.
(b) Knowing the total thermal resistance and the heat transfer surface areas,
the overall heat transfer coefficients based on the inner and outer surfaces of
the tube are determined again from Eq. 23–8 to be

Ui 

1
1
 399 W/m2  C

RAi (0.0532 C/ W)(0.0471 m2)

Uo 

1
1
 315 W/m2  C

RAo (0.0532 C/ W)(0.0597 m2)

and

Discussion Note that the two overall heat transfer coefficients differ significantly (by 27 percent) in this case because of the considerable difference between the heat transfer surface areas on the inner and the outer sides of the
tube. For tubes of negligible thickness, the difference between the two overall
heat transfer coefficients would be negligible.

23–3

■

ANALYSIS OF HEAT EXCHANGERS

Heat exchangers are commonly used in practice, and an engineer often finds
himself or herself in a position to select a heat exchanger that will achieve a
specified temperature change in a fluid stream of known mass flow rate, or to
predict the outlet temperatures of the hot and cold fluid streams in a specified
heat exchanger.
In upcoming sections, we will discuss the two methods used in the analysis
of heat exchangers. Of these, the log mean temperature difference (or LMTD)
method is best suited for the first task and the effectiveness–NTU method for
the second task as just stated. But first we present some general considerations.
Heat exchangers usually operate for long periods of time with no change in
their operating conditions. Therefore, they can be modeled as steady-flow devices. As such, the mass flow rate of each fluid remains constant, and the fluid
properties such as temperature and velocity at any inlet or outlet remain the
same. Also, the fluid streams experience little or no change in their velocities
and elevations, and thus the kinetic and potential energy changes are negligible. The specific heat of a fluid, in general, changes with temperature. But, in
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a specified temperature range, it can be treated as a constant at some average
value with little loss in accuracy. Axial heat conduction along the tube is usually insignificant and can be considered negligible. Finally, the outer surface
of the heat exchanger is assumed to be perfectly insulated, so that there is no
heat loss to the surrounding medium, and any heat transfer occurs between the
two fluids only.
The idealizations stated above are closely approximated in practice, and
they greatly simplify the analysis of a heat exchanger with little sacrifice of
accuracy. Therefore, they are commonly used. Under these assumptions, the
first law of thermodynamics requires that the rate of heat transfer from the hot
fluid be equal to the rate of heat transfer to the cold one. That is,

Q  m cCpc(Tc, out

Tc, in)

(23–9)


Q  m hCph(Th, in

Th, out)

(23–10)

and
where the subscripts c and h stand for cold and hot fluids, respectively, and
m c , m h  mass flow rates
Cpc , Cph  specific heats
Tc, out , Th, out  outlet temperatures
Tc, in , Th, in  inlet temperatures


Note that the heat transfer rate Q is taken to be a positive quantity, and its direction is understood to be from the hot fluid to the cold one in accordance
with the second law of thermodynamics.
In heat exchanger analysis, it is often convenient to combine the product of
the mass flow rate and the specific heat of a fluid into a single quantity. This
quantity is called the heat capacity rate and is defined for the hot and cold
fluid streams as
Ch  m hCph

and

Cc  m cCpc

(23–11)

The heat capacity rate of a fluid stream represents the rate of heat transfer
needed to change the temperature of the fluid stream by 1C as it flows
through a heat exchanger. Note that in a heat exchanger, the fluid with a large
heat capacity rate will experience a small temperature change, and the fluid
with a small heat capacity rate will experience a large temperature change.
Therefore, doubling the mass flow rate of a fluid while leaving everything else
unchanged will halve the temperature change of that fluid.
With the definition of the heat capacity rate above, Eqs. 23–9 and 23–10 can
also be expressed as

Q  Cc(Tc, out

Tc, in)

(23–12)


Q  Ch(Th, in

Th, out)

(23–13)

T
Hot fluid
∆T1

Ch

∆T
∆T2
Cold fluid
Cc = Ch
∆T = ∆T1 = ∆T2 = constant

and

x

That is, the heat transfer rate in a heat exchanger is equal to the heat capacity
rate of either fluid multiplied by the temperature change of that fluid. Note
that the only time the temperature rise of a cold fluid is equal to the temperature drop of the hot fluid is when the heat capacity rates of the two fluids are
equal to each other (Fig. 23–12).

Inlet

Outlet

FIGURE 23–12
Two fluids that have the same mass
flow rate and the same specific heat
experience the same temperature
change in a well-insulated heat
exchanger.
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Two special types of heat exchangers commonly used in practice are condensers and boilers. One of the fluids in a condenser or a boiler undergoes a
phase-change process, and the rate of heat transfer is expressed as

Q  m hfg

T

where m is the rate of evaporation or condensation of the fluid and hfg is the
enthalpy of vaporization of the fluid at the specified temperature or pressure.
An ordinary fluid absorbs or releases a large amount of heat essentially
at constant temperature during a phase-change process, as shown in Fig.
23–13. The heat capacity rate of a fluid during a phase-change process must
approach infinity since the temperature change is practically zero. That is,

C  m Cp → when T → 0, so that the heat transfer rate Q  m Cp T is a
finite quantity. Therefore, in heat exchanger analysis, a condensing or boiling
fluid is conveniently modeled as a fluid whose heat capacity rate is infinity.
The rate of heat transfer in a heat exchanger can also be expressed in an
analogous manner to Newton’s law of cooling as

Condensing fluid

.

Q

Cold fluid


Q  UAs Tm

Inlet

(23–14)

Outlet

(a) Condenser (Ch → )
T
Hot fluid

.

Q

(23–15)

where U is the overall heat transfer coefficient, As is the heat transfer area, and
Tm is an appropriate average temperature difference between the two fluids.
Here the surface area As can be determined precisely using the dimensions of
the heat exchanger. However, the overall heat transfer coefficient U and the
temperature difference T between the hot and cold fluids, in general, are not
constant and vary along the heat exchanger.
The average value of the overall heat transfer coefficient can be determined
as described in the preceding section by using the average convection coefficients for each fluid. It turns out that the appropriate form of the mean temperature difference between the two fluids is logarithmic in nature, and its
determination is presented in Section 23–4.

Boiling fluid

Inlet

Outlet

(b) Boiler (Cc → )

FIGURE 23–13
Variation of fluid temperatures in a
heat exchanger when one of the fluids
condenses or boils.

23–4

■

THE LOG MEAN TEMPERATURE
DIFFERENCE METHOD

Earlier, we mentioned that the temperature difference between the hot and
cold fluids varies along the heat exchanger, and it is convenient to have a

mean temperature difference Tm for use in the relation Q  UAs Tm.
In order to develop a relation for the equivalent average temperature difference between the two fluids, consider the parallel-flow double-pipe heat exchanger shown in Fig. 23–14. Note that the temperature difference T
between the hot and cold fluids is large at the inlet of the heat exchanger but
decreases exponentially toward the outlet. As you would expect, the temperature of the hot fluid decreases and the temperature of the cold fluid increases
along the heat exchanger, but the temperature of the cold fluid can never
exceed that of the hot fluid no matter how long the heat exchanger is.
Assuming the outer surface of the heat exchanger to be well insulated so
that any heat transfer occurs between the two fluids, and disregarding any
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changes in kinetic and potential energy, an energy balance on each fluid in a
differential section of the heat exchanger can be expressed as

dQ 

m h Cph dTh

T
Th, in

.
δ Q = U(Th – Tc ) dAs
Th

(23–16)

∆T

∆T1

and

d Q  m c Cpc dTc


dQ

dTh 

m hCph

(23–18)

∆T2

Th,out
Tc,out

dTc

(23–17)

That is, the rate of heat loss from the hot fluid at any section of a heat exchanger is equal to the rate of heat gain by the cold fluid in that section. The
temperature change of the hot fluid is a negative quantity, and so a negative

sign is added to Eq. 23–16 to make the heat transfer rate Q a positive quantity.
Solving the equations above for dTh and dTc gives

dTh
.
δQ

Tc
Tc, in
1

Hot
fluid

∆T1 = Th, in – Tc,in
∆T2 = Th, out – Tc, out
2
dAs
Tc, out
dAs

As

Th, out

Th, in

and

dQ
dTc  
mC
c

(23–19)

pc

Taking their difference, we get
dTc  d(Th

dTh

Tc) 


1
1

b
dQ a 
mh Cph m c Cpc

(23–20)

The rate of heat transfer in the differential section of the heat exchanger can
also be expressed as

d Q  U(Th

Tc) dAs

(23–21)

Substituting this equation into Eq. 23–20 and rearranging gives
d(Th Tc)

Th Tc

1
1

b
U dAs a 
m h Cph m
c Cpc

(23–22)

Integrating from the inlet of the heat exchanger to its outlet, we obtain
ln

Th, out
Th, in

Tc, out

Tc, in

1
1

b
UAs a 
mh Cph m
c Cpc

(23–23)

Finally, solving Eqs. 23–9 and 23–10 for m cCpc and m hCph and substituting
into Eq. 23–23 gives, after some rearrangement,

Q  UAs Tlm

(23–24)

where
Tlm 

T1 T2
ln (T1/T2)

(23–25)

is the log mean temperature difference, which is the suitable form of the
average temperature difference for use in the analysis of heat exchangers.
Here T1 and T2 represent the temperature difference between the two fluids

Cold fluid
Tc, in

FIGURE 23–14
Variation of the fluid temperatures in a
parallel-flow double-pipe heat
exchanger.
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Tc, out
∆T2

Hot
fluid
Th, in
∆T1

Th,out
Cold fluid
Tc,in

∆T1 = Th,in – Tc, in
∆T2 = Th,out – Tc, out

(a) Parallel-flow heat exchangers
Cold
fluid
Tc, in

∆T2

Hot
fluid
Th, in

Th,out

∆T1
Tc,out

∆T1 = Th,in – Tc, out
∆T2 = Th,out – Tc, in

(b) Counter-flow heat exchangers

FIGURE 23–15
The T1 and T2 expressions in
parallel-flow and counter-flow heat
exchangers.

at the two ends (inlet and outlet) of the heat exchanger. It makes no difference
which end of the heat exchanger is designated as the inlet or the outlet
(Fig. 23–15).
The temperature difference between the two fluids decreases from T1 at
the inlet to T2 at the outlet. Thus, it is tempting to use the arithmetic mean
temperature Tam  12 (T1  T2) as the average temperature difference. The
logarithmic mean temperature difference Tlm is obtained by tracing the actual temperature profile of the fluids along the heat exchanger and is an exact
representation of the average temperature difference between the hot and
cold fluids. It truly reflects the exponential decay of the local temperature
difference.
Note that Tlm is always less than Tam. Therefore, using Tam in calculations instead of Tlm will overestimate the rate of heat transfer in a heat exchanger between the two fluids. When T1 differs from T2 by no more than
40 percent, the error in using the arithmetic mean temperature difference is
less than 1 percent. But the error increases to undesirable levels when T1
differs from T2 by greater amounts. Therefore, we should always use the
logarithmic mean temperature difference when determining the rate of heat
transfer in a heat exchanger.

Counter-Flow Heat Exchangers
The variation of temperatures of hot and cold fluids in a counter-flow heat exchanger is given in Fig. 23–16. Note that the hot and cold fluids enter the heat
exchanger from opposite ends, and the outlet temperature of the cold fluid in
this case may exceed the outlet temperature of the hot fluid. In the limiting
case, the cold fluid will be heated to the inlet temperature of the hot fluid.
However, the outlet temperature of the cold fluid can never exceed the inlet
temperature of the hot fluid, since this would be a violation of the second law
of thermodynamics.
The relation already given for the log mean temperature difference is developed using a parallel-flow heat exchanger, but we can show by repeating the
analysis for a counter-flow heat exchanger that is also applicable to counterflow heat exchangers. But this time, T1 and T2 are expressed as shown in
Fig. 23–15.
For specified inlet and outlet temperatures, the log mean temperature
difference for a counter-flow heat exchanger is always greater than that for a
parallel-flow heat exchanger. That is, Tlm, CF  Tlm, PF, and thus a smaller
surface area (and thus a smaller heat exchanger) is needed to achieve a specified heat transfer rate in a counter-flow heat exchanger. Therefore, it is common practice to use counter-flow arrangements in heat exchangers.
In a counter-flow heat exchanger, the temperature difference between the
hot and the cold fluids will remain constant along the heat exchanger when
the heat capacity rates of the two fluids are equal (that is, T  constant
when Ch  Cc or m hCph  m cCpc). Then we have T1  T2, and the last log
mean temperature difference relation gives Tlm  00 , which is indeterminate.
It can be shown by the application of l’Hôpital’s rule that in this case we have
Tlm  T1  T2, as expected.
A condenser or a boiler can be considered to be either a parallel- or counterflow heat exchanger since both approaches give the same result.
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Multipass and Cross-Flow Heat Exchangers:
Use of a Correction Factor

T
Th, in

The log mean temperature difference Tlm relation developed earlier is limited
to parallel-flow and counter-flow heat exchangers only. Similar relations are
also developed for cross-flow and multipass shell-and-tube heat exchangers,
but the resulting expressions are too complicated because of the complex flow
conditions.
In such cases, it is convenient to relate the equivalent temperature difference to the log mean temperature difference relation for the counter-flow
case as
Tlm  F Tlm, CF

t1
t1

Th
∆T
Cold
fluid

Tc, in

Th, in

Th, out
Tc, out

FIGURE 23–16
The variation of the fluid temperatures
in a counter-flow double-pipe heat
exchanger.
Cold Tc,in
fluid

Th, in
(23–28)

Cold
fluid

Hot
fluid

Hot
fluid


T2 (mCp)tube side


t1
(mC )

Th, out
Tc, in

(23–27)

and
T1
R t
2

Tc

(23–26)

where F is the correction factor, which depends on the geometry of the heat
exchanger and the inlet and outlet temperatures of the hot and cold fluid
streams. The Tlm, CF is the log mean temperature difference for the case of
a counter-flow heat exchanger with the same inlet and outlet temperatures
Tc, out and
and is determined from Eq. 23–25 by taking Tl  Th, in
T2  Th, out Tc, in (Fig. 23–17).
The correction factor is less than unity for a cross-flow and multipass
shell-and-tube heat exchanger. That is, F 1. The limiting value of F  1
corresponds to the counter-flow heat exchanger. Thus, the correction factor
F for a heat exchanger is a measure of deviation of the Tlm from the corresponding values for the counter-flow case.
The correction factor F for common cross-flow and shell-and-tube heat exchanger configurations is given in Fig. 23–18 versus two temperature ratios
P and R defined as
t2
P
T1

Hot fluid
Tc, out

∆T1

Cross-flow or multipass
shell-and-tube heat exchanger

∆T2

Th, out

Tc, out

p shell side

where the subscripts 1 and 2 represent the inlet and outlet, respectively. Note
that for a shell-and-tube heat exchanger, T and t represent the shell- and
tube-side temperatures, respectively, as shown in the correction factor
charts. It makes no difference whether the hot or the cold fluid flows
through the shell or the tube. The determination of the correction factor F
requires the availability of the inlet and the outlet temperatures for both the
cold and hot fluids.
Note that the value of P ranges from 0 to 1. The value of R, on the other
hand, ranges from 0 to infinity, with R  0 corresponding to the phase-change
(condensation or boiling) on the shell-side and R → to phase-change on the
tube side. The correction factor is F  1 for both of these limiting cases.
Therefore, the correction factor for a condenser or boiler is F  1, regardless
of the configuration of the heat exchanger.

Heat transfer rate:
.
Q = UAsF ∆Tlm, CF
where

∆Tlm, CF =

∆T1 – ∆T2
ln(∆T1/∆T2)

∆T1 = Th, in – Tc, out
∆T2 = Th, out – Tc,in
and

F = … (Fig. 23–18)

FIGURE 23–17
The determination of the heat transfer
rate for cross-flow and multipass
shell-and-tube heat exchangers
using the correction factor.
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Correction factor F

1.0

T1
t2
t1

0.9
0.8
R = 4.0 3.0

2.0 1.5

1.0 0.8 0.6 0.4

T2

0.2

0.7
T1 – T2
R = ——–
t2 – t1

0.6
0.5

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1.0

(a) One-shell pass and 2, 4, 6, etc. (any multiple of 2), tube passes

t2 – t1
P = ——–
T1 – t1

Correction factor F

1.0

T1

0.9

t2

0.8
R = 4.0 3.0

2.0

1.5

t1

1.0 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2

0.7

T2

0.6
0.5

T1 – T2
R = ——–
t2 – t1
0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1.0

t2 – t1
P = ——–
T1 – t1

(b) Two-shell passes and 4, 8, 12, etc. (any multiple of 4), tube passes

Correction factor F

1.0

T1

0.9
0.8
R = 4.0 3.0

2.0 1.5

1.0 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2

t1

0.7
T1 – T2
R = ——–
t2 – t1

0.6
0.5

0

0.1

0.2

T2
0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1.0

(c) Single-pass cross-flow with both fluids unmixed

Correction factor F

1.0

FIGURE 23–18
Correction factor F charts
for common shell-and-tube and
cross-flow heat exchangers (from
Bowman, Mueller, and Nagle).

t2

t2 – t1
P = ——–
T1 – t1

T1

0.9
0.8
R = 4.0

3.0

2.0 1.5

1.0 0.8 0.6 0.4

t1

0.2

t2

0.7
0.6
0.5
0

T1 – T2
R = ——–
t2 – t1
0.1

0.2

T2
0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1.0

(d) Single-pass cross-flow with one fluid mixed and the other unmixed

t2 – t1
P = ——–
T1 – t1
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EXAMPLE 23–3

The Condensation of Steam in a Condenser

Steam in the condenser of a power plant is to be condensed at a temperature of
30C with cooling water from a nearby lake, which enters the tubes of the condenser at 14C and leaves at 22C. The surface area of the tubes is 45 m2, and
the overall heat transfer coefficient is 2100 W/m2  C. Determine the mass flow
rate of the cooling water needed and the rate of condensation of the steam in
the condenser.

SOLUTION Steam is condensed by cooling water in the condenser of a power
plant. The mass flow rate of the cooling water and the rate of condensation are
to be determined.
Assumptions 1 Steady operating conditions exist. 2 The heat exchanger is well
insulated so that heat loss to the surroundings is negligible and thus heat transfer from the hot fluid is equal to the heat transfer to the cold fluid. 3 Changes
in the kinetic and potential energies of fluid streams are negligible. 4 There is
no fouling. 5 Fluid properties are constant.
Properties The heat of vaporization of water at 30C is hfg  2431 kJ/kg
and the specific heat of cold water at the average temperature of 18C is
Cp  4184 J/kg  C (Table A–15).
Analysis The schematic of the condenser is given in Fig. 23–19. The condenser can be treated as a counter-flow heat exchanger since the temperature
of one of the fluids (the steam) remains constant.
The temperature difference between the steam and the cooling water at the
two ends of the condenser is
T1  Th, in
T2  Th, out

Tc, out  (30
Tc, in  (30

Steam
30°C

Cooling
water

22)C  8C
14)C  16C

14°C

That is, the temperature difference between the two fluids varies from 8C at
one end to 16C at the other. The proper average temperature difference between the two fluids is the logarithmic mean temperature difference (not the
arithmetic), which is determined from

Tlm 

22°C

T1 T2
8 16

 11.5C
ln (T1/T2) ln (8/16)
30°C

This is a little less than the arithmetic mean temperature difference of
1
2 (8  16)  12C. Then the heat transfer rate in the condenser is determined
from


Q  UAs Tlm  (2100 W/m2  C)(45 m2)(11.5C)  1.087  106 W  1087 kW
Therefore, the steam will lose heat at a rate of 1,087 kW as it flows through the
condenser, and the cooling water will gain practically all of it, since the condenser is well insulated.
The mass flow rate of the cooling water and the rate of the condensation of the

steam are determined from Q  [m Cp (Tout
Tin)]cooling water  (m hfg)steam to be

m cooling water 



Q

Cp (Tout

Tin)

1087 kJ/s
(4.184 kJ/kg  °C)(22

14)°C

 32.5 kg/s

FIGURE 23–19
Schematic for Example 23–3.
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and


Q
1087 kJ/s
m steam 
 0.45 kg/s

hfg 2431 kJ/kg

Therefore, we need to circulate about 72 kg of cooling water for each 1 kg of
steam condensing to remove the heat released during the condensation process.

EXAMPLE 23–4

Heating Water in a Counter-Flow Heat Exchanger

A counter-flow double-pipe heat exchanger is to heat water from 20C to 80C
at a rate of 1.2 kg/s. The heating is to be accomplished by geothermal water
available at 160C at a mass flow rate of 2 kg/s. The inner tube is thin-walled
and has a diameter of 1.5 cm. If the overall heat transfer coefficient of the heat
exchanger is 640 W/m2  C, determine the length of the heat exchanger required to achieve the desired heating.

Hot
geothermal
160°C
water
2 kg/s
Cold
water
20°C
1.2 kg/s

SOLUTION Water is heated in a counter-flow double-pipe heat exchanger by
geothermal water. The required length of the heat exchanger is to be determined.
Assumptions 1 Steady operating conditions exist. 2 The heat exchanger is well
insulated so that heat loss to the surroundings is negligible and thus heat transfer from the hot fluid is equal to the heat transfer to the cold fluid. 3 Changes
in the kinetic and potential energies of fluid streams are negligible. 4 There is
no fouling. 5 Fluid properties are constant.
Properties We take the specific heats of water and geothermal fluid to be 4.18
and 4.31 kJ/kg  C, respectively.
Analysis The schematic of the heat exchanger is given in Fig. 23–20. The rate
of heat transfer in the heat exchanger can be determined from

Q  [ m Cp(Tout

Tin)]water  (1.2 kg/s)(4.18 kJ/kg  C)(80

20)C  301 kW

Noting that all of this heat is supplied by the geothermal water, the outlet
temperature of the geothermal water is determined to be
80°C
D = 1.5 cm


Q  [ m Cp(Tin

Tout)]geothermal →

Tout  Tin


Q

mC

p

 160C

FIGURE 23–20
Schematic for Example 23–4.

301 kW
(2 kg/s)(4.31 kJ/kg  C)

 125C
Knowing the inlet and outlet temperatures of both fluids, the logarithmic mean
temperature difference for this counter-flow heat exchanger becomes

T1  Th, in
T2  Th, out

Tc, out  (160
Tc, in  (125

80)C  80C
20)C  105C

and

Tlm 

T1 T2
80 105
 92.0C

ln (T1/T2) ln (80/105)

Then the surface area of the heat exchanger is determined to be


Q  UAs Tlm

→


Q
301,000 W
As 

 5.11 m2
U Tlm (640 W/m2  C)(92.0C)
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To provide this much heat transfer surface area, the length of the tube must be

As  pDL

→

L

As
5.11 m2
 108 m

pD p(0.015 m)

Discussion The inner tube of this counter-flow heat exchanger (and thus the
heat exchanger itself) needs to be over 100 m long to achieve the desired heat
transfer, which is impractical. In cases like this, we need to use a plate heat
exchanger or a multipass shell-and-tube heat exchanger with multiple passes of
tube bundles.

EXAMPLE 23–5

Heating of Glycerin in a
Multipass Heat Exchanger

A 2-shell passes and 4-tube passes heat exchanger is used to heat glycerin from
20C to 50C by hot water, which enters the thin-walled 2-cm-diameter tubes at
80C and leaves at 40C (Fig. 23–21). The total length of the tubes in the heat
exchanger is 60 m. The convection heat transfer coefficient is 25 W/m2  C on
the glycerin (shell) side and 160 W/m2  C on the water (tube) side. Determine
the rate of heat transfer in the heat exchanger (a) before any fouling occurs and
(b) after fouling with a fouling factor of 0.0006 m2  C/ W occurs on the outer
surfaces of the tubes.

SOLUTION Glycerin is heated in a 2-shell passes and 4-tube passes heat
exchanger by hot water. The rate of heat transfer for the cases of fouling and no
fouling are to be determined.
Assumptions 1 Steady operating conditions exist. 2 The heat exchanger is well
insulated so that heat loss to the surroundings is negligible and thus heat transfer from the hot fluid is equal to heat transfer to the cold fluid. 3 Changes in the
kinetic and potential energies of fluid streams are negligible. 4 Heat transfer coefficients and fouling factors are constant and uniform. 5 The thermal resistance of the inner tube is negligible since the tube is thin-walled and highly
conductive.
Analysis The tubes are said to be thin-walled, and thus it is reasonable to
assume the inner and outer surface areas of the tubes to be equal. Then the
heat transfer surface area becomes

As  pDL  p(0.02 m)(60 m)  3.77 m2
The rate of heat transfer in this heat exchanger can be determined from


Q  UAs F Tlm, CF
where F is the correction factor and Tlm, CF is the log mean temperature difference for the counter-flow arrangement. These two quantities are determined
from

T1  Th, in Tc, out  (80 50)C  30C
T2  Th, out Tc, in  (40 20)C  20C
T1 T2
30 20
 24.7C
Tlm, CF 

ln (T1/T2) ln (30/20)

Cold
glycerin
20°C

40°C
Hot
water
80°C
50°C

FIGURE 23–21
Schematic for Example 23–5.
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and
t2
T1

t1 40

t1 20

80
 0.67
80

T1
R t
2

T2 20
t1  40

50
 0.75
80

P

t F  0.91

(Fig. 23–18b)

(a) In the case of no fouling, the overall heat transfer coefficient U is determined from

U

1
1
 21.6 W/m2  C

1 1
1
1


hi ho 160 W/m2  C 25 W/m2  C

Then the rate of heat transfer becomes


Q  UAs F Tlm, CF  (21.6 W/m2  C)(3.77m2)(0.91)(24.7C)  1830 W
(b) When there is fouling on one of the surfaces, the overall heat transfer coefficient U is

U

1
1

1 1
1
1
  Rf

 0.0006 m2  C/ W
hi ho
160 W/m2  C 25 W/m2  C

 21.3 W/m2  C
The rate of heat transfer in this case becomes


Q  UAs F Tlm, CF  (21.3 W/m2  C)(3.77 m2)(0.91)(24.7C)  1805 W
Discussion Note that the rate of heat transfer decreases as a result of fouling,
as expected. The decrease is not dramatic, however, because of the relatively
low convection heat transfer coefficients involved.

EXAMPLE 23–6

Cooling of an Automotive Radiator

A test is conducted to determine the overall heat transfer coefficient in an automotive radiator that is a compact cross-flow water-to-air heat exchanger with
both fluids (air and water) unmixed (Fig. 23–22). The radiator has 40 tubes of
internal diameter 0.5 cm and length 65 cm in a closely spaced plate-finned
matrix. Hot water enters the tubes at 90C at a rate of 0.6 kg/s and leaves at
65C. Air flows across the radiator through the interfin spaces and is heated
from 20C to 40C. Determine the overall heat transfer coefficient Ui of this radiator based on the inner surface area of the tubes.

SOLUTION During an experiment involving an automotive radiator, the inlet
and exit temperatures of water and air and the mass flow rate of water are measured. The overall heat transfer coefficient based on the inner surface area is to
be determined.
Assumptions 1 Steady operating conditions exist. 2 Changes in the kinetic
and potential energies of fluid streams are negligible. 3 Fluid properties are
constant.
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90°C

Air flow
(unmixed)
20°C

40°C

65°C
Water flow
(unmixed)

Properties The specific heat of water at the average temperature of (90  65)/
2  77.5C is 4.195 kJ/kg  C.
Analysis The rate of heat transfer in this radiator from the hot water to the air
is determined from an energy balance on water flow,


Q  [ m Cp (Tin

Tout)]water  (0.6 kg/s)(4.195 kJ/kg  C)(90

65)C  62.93 kW

The tube-side heat transfer area is the total surface area of the tubes, and is
determined from

Ai  npDi L  (40)p(0.005 m)(0.65 m)  0.408 m2
Knowing the rate of heat transfer and the surface area, the overall heat transfer
coefficient can be determined from


Q  Ui Ai F Tlm, CF →


Q
Ui 
Ai F Tlm, CF

where F is the correction factor and Tlm, CF is the log mean temperature difference for the counter-flow arrangement. These two quantities are found to be

T1  Th, in Tc, out  (90 40)C  50C
T2  Th, out Tc, in  (65 20)C  45C
T1 T2
50 45
 47.6C
Tlm, CF 

ln (T1/T2) ln (50/45)
and

t2
T1

t1 65

t1 20

90
 0.36
90

T1
R t
2

T2 20
t1  65

40
 0.80
90

P

t F  0.97

(Fig. 23–18c)

Substituting, the overall heat transfer coefficient Ui is determined to be

Ui 


Q
62,930 W
 3341 W/m2  C

Ai F Tlm, CF (0.408 m2)(0.97)(47.6C)

Note that the overall heat transfer coefficient on the air side will be much lower
because of the large surface area involved on that side.

FIGURE 23–22
Schematic for Example 23–6.

